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Did you know there are six Aboriginal Seasons observed by Aboriginal people in the Western 
Sydney region? Find out what they are and what the cultural significance of each season is!   

○ Burran 

■ January and February when it is hot and dry so people do not travel too far 
from their main water source 

■ During this time the Acacia Implexa blooms, it is forbidden to eat meat or fish, 
it is the breeding season for the kangaroo and wallaby, therefore hunting is 
forbidden, the bursaria spinosa was crushed and applied to ease sunburn 

○ Marraigan 

■ March through to May when it is wet and becoming cooler 

■ When fruit of the Lilli Pilli ripens and food is plentiful, when the fruit begins to fall 
it is time to move from the highlands to the coastal areas, young male animals 
can be eaten, we start to survey the bushland to make ready for the burning of 
country 

○ Burrugin  

■ June and July when you get cold, frosty and short days 

■ When the eucalyptus tereticornis flowers it signifies the coming of really cold 
weather, the echidna appears, the nectar laden flowers attract possums and 
birds to provide adequate food 

○ Wiritjiribin 

■ August when it is cold and windy 

■ The blooming of the Acacia Floribunda indicates the coming of the south-
westerly winds, calls of the lyrebird can be heard, time to prepare for the 
ceremonies that will take place at the next moon, the celebration of a new 
beginning and new awakening 

○ Ngoonungi 

■ September and October when it’s cool but getting warmer 

■ Gentle rains falls, flowers bloom heavy with nectar, flying foxes gather in vast 
numbers, time for ceremony and the clans to gather to celebrate a time of 
plenty, feasting on the beaches and river banks occur 

○ Parradowee 

■ November and December when it is warm and wet 

■ During this time it is unwise to camp near rivers due to storms and heavy rain, 
massive numbers of freshwater eels begin their journey down the rivers and creeks 
and out to sea 


